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nvitations have gone out to our members bus tour of the overall Chancellorsville
for our lothAnnual Meeting and celebra- battleground, and a canoe trip on the
tion of ten years of preservation work. It
Rappahannock River. The river expedition
is hard to believe that the CVBT has spent
will be a unique opportunity to see some of
the last decade in preserving- hallowed
the sites that loomed large during the
ground. It seems only yesterday that a
battle, but which are rarely seen by the
small group of local citizens were sitting
+jWf"+
casual visitor. Banks Ford, for instance,
around a table trying to figure out how to
remained in Confederate control for nearly
preserve a small, but significant sector of
the entire campaign, forcing the Union
~~~~~l~~~b~~
the Fredericksburg battlefield. We had
army to maintain a longer line of communitalked with experienced preservationists
cations through United States Ford, several
from the Save Historic Antietam Foundamiles upstream of Banks. The folks who
b
;h
:;eitr
tion as well as folks who had worked with
opt to float the river with us will see this
the Association for the Preservation of
site and others.
Sustaining Member
Civil War Sites. Equally important, our
Ed Bearss and the Chicago Civil War
local group included expertise in legal
Round Table have a long standing tradition
matters, real estate acquisition, planning
of touring Civil War sites during the first
and history. This capacity for practical
weekend of May. In order to be able to
implementation served us well as we built
present Ed with the 2005 Ralph Happel
the capacity of CVBT to handle increasAward,
we also-. get the
Chicago folks
who -. .. . -.
.. . -I n g b a s n b f r k o u s p r ~ e c t Wougkkarcf-s
are traveling
- with him. They are not
work and judicious partnerships, we constudying Chancellorsville that weekend,
tinue to strive to acquire the right ground,
but hopefully they will enjoy seeing the
at the right price.
newly acquired p o u n d during cocktails
This year's Annual Meeting promises to and dinner. Many of you will remember
Corporate Member
be a memorable one. We will meet on
when the Chicago Round Table joined us
battlefield land, just recently preserved
for dinner a few years back, when we held
from being bulldozed for offices and
our annual meeting in the Jackson Flank
subdivisions. Union and Confederate
Attack area, at the extreme other end of
troops met there on May 1, 1863, firing the the Chancellorsville field. The CVBT is
first shots of a battle that would become
doing good work and it will be a pleasure
known as Chancellorsville.
to welcome the Chicago Round Table and
This year's weekend events will include
show them another one of our successes.
a walking tour of the May 1 battlefield, a
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Slaughter Pen Farm
(CVBT easement site), as well as the area
where General George Meade broke
through the Confederate lines at Prospect
Hill (also NPS property). The result is an
exceptionally cohesive site that provides
dramatic vistas and will open new
opportunities for historic interpretation.
The Fredericksburg battlefield is
characterized by two distinct
battlegrounds. There is the area where
Union attacks against Marye$ Heights
came up against a solid defensive line
behind a stone wall along Sunken Road.
The National Park visitor center is there
and a newly restored scene provides the
public with a compelling experience. The
related battleground south of
Frederick~bur~,
however, is where the
Federal plan of attack hung in the balance
n D e e e r n k &86% U-nim assaults by
divisions of Generals George Meade and
John Gibbon actually punched through the
Confederate line and the fighting became
hand to hand. Unfortunately, this end of
the battlefield has not been as
readily accessible as the area
near the visitor center.
In 1993, the Civil War
Sites Advisory Commission
identified Fredericksburg as
militarily significant, but
"fragmented." Its integrity
was said to be "poor."
Acquisition of the Slaughter
Pen farm in 2006 will change
these labels. It is the only part
of the battlefield where a
visitor will be able to walk the
entire length of the Union
advance, on ground that has
not changed appreciably since
1862. The contours of the
land are still intact and wJl
allow historic interpretation
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with exceptional accuracy. The visitor
experience will be tremendous. The labels
"fragmented" and "poor" will simply no
longer be applicable.
Frank OIReilly, author of The
Fre2erkhburg Campaqn: Winter War on the
Rappahannock, has said it best: "The
Slaughter Pen is the very heart and soul of
the Fredericksburg Battlefield. Without it,
nothing makes sense. This is the point
where the battle was won and lost on
December 13, 1862."
The land deal came together through
the efforts of the CVBT, the Civil War
Preservation Trust, and a local
development firm called Tricord, which
views historically important open space as a
regional asset. The developer has given the
Civil War preservation community the gift
of time to gather the asking price of $12
million. This amount is an enormous sum,
but when com~aredto the si~nificance
of
"
the g o u n d that will be preserved for all
time, the price becomes a basgain. The
challenge, however, is to raise these funds
as soon as possible. Closing must occur on
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The Rappahannock River
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he Rappahannock River played a
pivotal role during the battle at
F r e d e r i ~ k s b u ras~ well as during the
Chancellorsville Campaign. It was an
obstacle to be overcome by one army and
served as a defensive barrier for the other.
At Fredericksburg, the river is influenced
by the tides and runs too deep to be
forded. The Union commander, Major
General Ambrose Burnside bridged the
stream with pontoons, discovering in the
process that they were easier to construct
when friendly forces controlled both sides
of the river.
Upstream of Fredericksburg, the river
is characterized by steep slopes between
the waterway and the uplands. The first
place above F r e d e r i c k ~ b u rwhere
~
the
m a i m gkwrmq-to the-Fiver is a -crossing
named Banks Ford. This location was
Burnside's objective in January 1863,
when he planned to outflank General
Robert E. Lee's Confederate army in the
dead of winter. This ill-conceived campaign fell apart when the weather broke
and the marching columns literally bogged
down in the mud. Burnside did not survive
this debacle as commander of the Union
army and Major General Joseph Hooker
soon took his place. Hooker revived the
dispirited Union force and planned a
campaign that would send his army far
upstream, where it could cross with minimal opposition to get on the same side of
the river as the Confederate army.
There are fords of varying quality, but
the river corridor was an industrial landscape, with a system of dams and canals in
place. The dams created sections of slack
water and these could be bridged with
pontoons. While a small force might
splash across at one of the fords, the Union

army preferred to establish pontoon
bridges, which would allow the swift
passage of wagons and artillery, in addition
to the columns of infantry.
The river trip that is part of the
CVBT's lothAnniversary event will float
by Banks Ford, allow participants to see
the remnants of dams and canals that
characterized the river corridor in 1863,
and visit the site where the Union Sixth
Corps anchored its pontoons when it
crossed during the night of May 415 1863.
As an added bonus, the group will also be
able to see the remnants of a Colonial
period dam that fed a raceway to an iron
forge that produced weapons and other
equipment for George Washington's Continental Army. If this experience is well
- received, we will be sure to e e ~ s i d o r additional float trips in the future. There is
certainly a lot more to see.
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A Name Change
or the past few years, we have been
calling the ground related to the May
1, 1863 action at Chancellorsville as the
Lick Run field. At the time of the battle,
there were a series of farmsteads along that
route and choosing one or more as a name
would have been difficult, especially since
some of the occupants favored the South
while others had Northern sympathies.
Lick Run seemed promising at first, but
does sound like a site related to Daniel
Boone in the Kentucky wilderness. The
Civil War Preservation Trust and the
CVBT determined that a new name was in
order. As of April 1" of this year, the Lick
Run field will be formally known as First
Day at Chancellorsville.

Slaughter Pen Farm
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careful planning and good business sense
that has resulted in a significant purchase
of prime real estate for $60,000 per acre.
In accepting this price, we need to
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An 1888pboto hoking toward the Slaughter Pen F m from Stoneu~alfJ a b o n b p o d b n on
&oqect Hill. (Image courtay of the NPS.)
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remember that this acreage was advertised
as "one of the best industrial sites in the
Commonwealth of Virginia." This
statement is not marketing hyperbole
either. Location and available
infrastructure meant that development
would have been immediate if someone
other than Tricord had acquired it, with the
intent to resell it to the Civil War
Preservation Trust.
Help us to acquire this land be sending
donations to the CVBT or the CWPT. We
are in this together and both organizations
will direct your donation to purchasing the
dirt and grass of the Slaughter Pen farm.
This grounbwill be an exceptional legacy
to future generations, through the blood
that was spilled there in 1862, through the
care of the land provided by its previous
owners, and through this generation's
generosity to acquire hallowed ground for
preservation in perpetuity.

